


Modern and minimalist. This sustainable concrete pot comes complete and 
planted with a plant of your choice ready to look good in any office or home.

Pots come in a 6cm or 9cm cube. The marble coloured finish can either be 
laser engraved or full colour printed to one or more sides with a message 
or design of your choice.

Pots can be bulk packed or sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 24 or 
48hr service.

Looking for something different?
With a little time and volumes greater than 500 pcs we are able to source 
specialist plants to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event.

Plants

60 marble pot engraved with Succulent
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Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Air purifier Mood enhancerIndividual delivery



Plant Stock

Looking for something different?
With a little time and volumes greater than 500 pcs we are able to source 
specialist plants to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event.

All our plants are carefully hand selected from the finest nurseries in 
Holland. We hold strong stock of our core range and have access to a 
vast range of specialist plants on quick turnarounds for special projects. 
Each plant comes with its own care card and travel passport for shipping 
within the UK [Excl. NI] For projects requiring distribution beyond this we 
recommend supplementing from our candle range.

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Biodegradable Air purifier Mood enhancer



It’s all in the packaging, often overlooked presentation is everything. All our 
packaging options are sustainable and recyclable and made in the UK. We use 
local companies to create bespoke formats to ensure a real WOW! on receipt.

All of our products can be bulk shipped to a central warehouse or they can be 
individually packaged and posted to individual addresses. We are set up for 
large scale fulfilment, it’s what we do, and have managed many large projects 
for biggest of brands.

Looking for something different?
With a little time and volumes greater than 1000 pcs we are able to source 
bespoke packaging to reflect the  theme of the event or brand.

Packaging

Made in the UK Reusable Biodegradable Individual delivery Bulk shipping



We offer a wide range of grow your own plants, herbs and trees in various 
formats. Our inimitable Desktop Garden in bushed silver or matt black, Bio 
Pouch, Seed Pot or Social Media Seeds.

All of our seed products can be bulk shipped to a central warehouse or they 
can be individually packaged and posted to individual addresses. We are 
set up for large scale fulfilment, it’s what we do, and have managed many 
large projects for the biggest brands.

Seeds
Seed selections

Looking for something different?
We offer custom seeds so with a little lead-time and 
+250 packs anything is possible!

Bee Mix Herb Mix Sunflower

Snow Mix Urban Mix Christmas 
Tree MixMade in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Biodegradable Air purifier Mood enhancer



Desktop
Garden

Matt black

Help protect the planet’s bee population and lift moods with the joy of growing 
your own plants, herbs and trees. Recycled aluminium desktop gardens are the 
perfect desktop grow kit, complete with innovative seedball that will germinate 
in around 7-14 days. A reclaimed cork stopper, growing instructions and organic 
soil coin complete our best-seller. A full colour label or laser engraving maximise 
your logo or message. Available in brushed silver or matt black finish.

Pots can be bulk packed or boxed and sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 
24 or 48hr service.

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Air purifier Mood enhancer

Looking for something different? 
With a little time and volumes greater than 1000 pcs we are able to source 
specialist seeds to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event. 

Individual delivery



Desktop Garden 
Pack of 3

Brushed silver

Help protect the planet’s bee population and lift moods with the joy of growing 
your own plants, herbs and trees. Recycled aluminium desktop gardens are the 
perfect desktop grow kit, complete with innovative seedball that will germinate 
in around 7-14 days. A reclaimed cork stopper, growing instructions and 
organic soil coin complete our best-seller. A full colour label or laser engraving 
maximise your logo or message. Available in brushed silver or matt black 
finish. Full colour label to the pack or custom print from 100 packs.

Pots can be bulk packed or boxed and sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 
24 or 48hr service.

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Air purifier Mood enhancer

Looking for something different? 
With a little time and volumes greater than 1000 pcs we are able to source 
specialist seeds to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event. 

Individual delivery



Grow Pouch
Help protect the planet’s bee population and lift moods with the joy of 
growing your own plants, herbs and trees. Grow Pouches are the perfect 
simple grow kit, complete with innovative seedball that will germinate 
in around 7-14 days. A biodegradable kraft pouch, growing instructions 
and organic soil coin complete our best-seller. A full colour label or 
premium belly wrap maximise your logo or message.

Pouches can be bulk packed or sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 
24 or 48hr service.

Looking for something different?
With a little time and volumes greater than 1000 pcs we are able to source 
specialist seeds to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event. 

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Biodegradable Air purifier Mood enhancer



Social Media Seeds
An extension of our best-selling Grow Pouch with the addition of an 
A6 postcard printed both sides to add extra brandable area to create 
extra buzz around your next campaign or event. Grow Pouches are the 
perfect simple grow kit, complete with innovative seedball that will 
germinate in around 7-14 days. A biodegradable kraft pouch, growing 
instructions and organic soil coin complete our best-seller. A full colour 
label or premium belly wrap maximise your logo or message.

Kits can be bulk packed or sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 24
or 48hr service.

Looking for something different? 
With a little time and volumes greater than 1000 pcs we are able to source 
specialist seeds to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event. 

Made in the UK

Lead-time 2 weeks

BiodegradableMood enhancer

Home delivery Bulk shipping



Help protect the planet’s bee population and lift moods with the joy of growing your own plants, 
herbs and trees. Grow Pots are the perfect premium grow kit, complete with innovative seedball 
that will germinate in around 7-14 days. A modern concrete pot, growing instructions and organic 
soil coin complete our premium grow kit. Detailed laser engraving or full colour print to one or more 
sides. Packaged in a plain kraft box or optionally a kraft box with full colour belly wrap to create a 
premium retail presentation.

Pots can be bulk packed or boxed and sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 24 or 48hr service.

Concrete Grow Kit

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Air purifier Mood enhancer

Looking for something different? 
With a little time and volumes greater than 500 pcs we are able to source 
specialist seeds to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event. Individual delivery



Help protect the planet’s bee population and lift moods with the joy of growing 
your own plants and herbs. Seed pots are a beautiful mix of native wildflower 
seeds that are perfect for pollinators. No digging or expert knowledge is required - 
just scatter them in spring or autumn.

Each pot contains 5-6 seed balls, enough to cover 25cm square in a garden bed 
or 1-2 medium sized pots.

Full colour printed label to the lid, pots can be bulk packed or sent individually by 
Royal Mail tracked 24 or 48hr service.

Seed Pot

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Biodegradable Air purifier Mood enhancer

Looking for something different? 
With a little time and volumes greater than 500 pcs we are able to source 
specialist seeds to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event.



Modern and minimalist. 100% natural soy wax. Feel the stresses melt away 
in a warm glow at home or in the office. All our candles are hand-poured in 
Kent to produce the ideal locally sourced vegan gift.

Detailed laser engraving or full colour print to one or more sides. Packaged 
in a plain kraft box or optionally a kraft box with full colour belly wrap to 
create a premium retail presentation.

Pots can be bulk packed or boxed and sent individually by Royal Mail 
tracked 24 or 48hr service.

Candles

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

Vegan Soy Mood enhancer

Looking for something different? 
With a little time and volumes greater than 100 pcs we are able to source 
specialist scents to tie in with colours or themes of the brand or event. 

60 marble pot engraved with Candle
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Available for both 6cm and 9cm pots – plants and candles; add one of 
each or two of the same? Create a special WOW with our beautiful wicker 
hamper and two personalised pots. A bed of natural wood wool, a card or 
special message can be added and each of the pots can be individually 
personalised as well as branded.

Hampers can be bulk packed or sent individually by Royal Mail tracked 
24 or 48hr service.

Custom Hampers

Made in the UK Reusable Lead-time 2 weeks

SoyVeganIndividual delivery



How we help you sell

Help you work out which 
customers our products 
will work for

Provide free visuals 
and mock ups.

Offer Free, next day 
branded samples for 
your customers to 
have the unboxing 
experience. Delivered 
under plain cover.

Dedicated marketing 
support.



Whatever you can think of for a plant and seed
related gifts we can help create it 




